
Introduction
dale m. bauer

Why create a new Cambridge History of American Women’s Literature? Why is
this the time to analyze the breadth and range of scholarship that the last
thirty years have inaugurated in American women’s literature and to discuss
what we have left to do? Because now is the time to move beyond 1980s
paradigms and 1990s elaborations to include a wider vision of this literary
history. Since 1980, mode after new mode of interpretation has been added to
change how American women’s writing might be studied, whether through
new historicism or affect theory, including models of modern woundedness
and “the female complaint.” Much important recovery work has already been
done, giving us many authors to read and analyze, but much more remains:
too few writers have been explored in their entirety (like Lydia Maria Child
or Catharine Sedgwick). More important, as Susan Williams argues, thinking
of women’s writing as a non-oppositional strategy has helped us to begin to
study women’s writing, not in resistance to the male canon, but as a new
field altogether. We are still discovering ways of historicizing and recombin-
ing this literature, rethinking contexts, categories, and juxtapositions. And
perhaps most exciting these days is the reading of women transatlantically,
hemispherically, or through “deep time,” giving us transnational, global, and
comparative ideas about women’s writing.

The impetus for this book is to assess the major renovation of US women’s
literature in the past thirty years. This volume will also deal with the critical
trends of reading women’s writing, especially the rise of feminist theories that
created new rubrics and new methodologies, and will recognize the larger
geographical links that shaped women’s visions. This History further outlines
American canon formation – especially in terms of racial and ethnic identity,
sexual and gendered perspectives, as well as hemispheric and transnational
writing.

Much prior scholarship on American women’s writing has examined its
relationship to the male canon, so much so that anthologies typically repeat
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the same groupings of female talent, from Bradstreet to Dickinson to Wharton
and Cather. By contrast, new anthologies, like The Aunt Lute Anthology of US
Women Writers (2004), have expanded recovery work. The editors of the Aunt
Lute, Lisa Maria Hogeland and Mary Klages, call for a “complicated, contra-
dictory, and multiple” volume. Yet at a moment when studies in American
literary history are ever expanding to more specific histories and geographies,
such complications are hard to teach as a whole (Aunt Lute, xxxi). Including
such figures as Tituba, Jarena Lee, Lydia Sigourney, and Frances Osgood,
among many others, Aunt Lute is the kind of anthology we need to introduce
previously unknown women authors. To that end, this History vivifies the
study of women’s writing within US culture and makes anthologies like Aunt
Lute even more valuable and accessible.

A mere chronology of women’s writing will not do enough to meet the
scholarly needs of subsequent generations. Nor can a new history just include
the major women writers. It should not be content to locate the most fruitful
theoretical or cultural or historical ways of unveiling these texts, although
doing so has marked many of the contributors’ careers. Instead, a new literary
history can discern how changes in the practice might also shape American
women’s writing as a field. This History provides a much broader array of texts,
approaches, theories, and debates about what is significant in US women’s
writing and demonstrates new rhetorics for reading these works.

One of the narrative continuities among chapters in this volume is the
sustained focus on political and social history, as well as on the cultural
studies of women’s writing and its various audiences. The authors in this
volume describe – and illustrate – how women wrote for a “civil society”
(Kelley, Learning to Stand and Speak), a literary culture, a set of educational and
social practices that created a community of authors and readers.

This new sense of reading and dialogue animates this volume. Religious
topics, for example, were once among the most prominent scholarly subjects;
we need now to draw on studying religion in early American women writers
to discover ways of appreciating and reimagining the spiritual concerns of
such modern women writers as Dorothy Day and Kathleen Norris. And not
just the early Norris whose conservative novel Mother helped to establish
“Mother’s Day,” but the writer who later gave us profound ways to think
about time and space in her poetry and essays.

These essays also give us ways to read authors such as Margaretta Bleecker
Faugères and Jane Johnston Schoolcraft, prolific writers who ought to be
known more than they are today. Moreover, this History shows us how to go
beyond the association of an author with one text. At the same time, one of
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the challenges in writing this History has been assessing, say, Charlotte Perkins
Gilman, whose 1892 story, “The Yellow Wall-Paper,” was once considered a
feminist triumph. In the last ten years, however, critics have complicated this
triumph by acknowledging Gilman’s casual racism and quite conventional
support for eugenics. Reading one Gilman story – like “The Yellow Wall-
Paper” – does not give readers a true sense of how Gilman’s career broadly
developed, from the horror story about Silas Weir Mitchell’s rest cure, to her
groundbreaking Women and Economics (1898), to the utopian vision of Herland
in 1915, to her autobiography where she celebrates will power over every other
personal and professional value. One famous story cannot, however, offset
the burden of Gilman’s vitriolic hatred of Asians and African Americans,
minorities that she attacks in “Parasitism and Civilised Vice” (1931). Both
Susan Griffin and Stephanie Smith show how recognizing Gilman’s complex
commitments and engagements repays new scholarly attentions.

This History is unconventional insofar as the essays’ contributors have
gauged the needs of today’s literary studies and extend the literary thematiza-
tions of such issues as women’s pain and suffering, resistance, and styles that
result in our past concern with sympathy, sentiment, or sensation. Instead, as
some recent critics have done, they have moved to more material bases for
study and can imagine, say, Emily Dickinson’s disease as epilepsy, or her anger
as a result of violence, rather than continuing to focus on her agoraphobia,
or her affection for Susan Huntington Gilbert Dickinson. Many contributions
to this book are author-centered, yet the contributors offer a much more
nuanced and wider range of the different audiences for which these women
wrote. This History charts the newly emerging subjects in the field, even as it
also traces how that canon has changed over time, while elaborating on how
women writers shaped the literary, social, or cultural values of their day.

Here the Cambridge History of American Women’s Literature offers a set of
larger connections that researchers and students all need if we are to make
sense of the changing modes of women’s writing – from religion, to educa-
tion, to popular influence, to rhetorical power. New recoveries of women
writers have been published and need the new contexts provided by these
contributors who have focused on such comprehensive changes to Ameri-
can literary studies. Following certain recovered works was one major task,
such as the Schomburg Library of Nineteenth-Century Black Women’s Writ-
ing or the Rutgers Series of American Women’s Writing, or the Legacies of
Nineteenth-Century American Women Writers Series from the University of
Nebraska, which has published Julia Ward Howe’s The Hermaphrodite (1846;
2004) and Elizabeth Stoddard’s Two Men (1888; 2008). Consider the popular
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achievement of someone like Fannie Hurst and the interest she held for the
masses of readers who took her seriously. Why, some contributors ask, have
some authors proved less than influential over time, though their contempo-
raneous prominence was major? What sort of values do women writers in
their historical arena advocate? A prominent modern writer like Mary Austin,
for instance, changed her career when she gave up writing about the West for
a new focus in the 1910s as a proto-radical feminist writing about a “woman
of genius” (1912) and later – in No. 26 Jayne Street (1920) – about World War I
politics. In Austin’s case, such commitments, including a foray into ecological
criticism, may change within a single woman’s career, let alone within a single
historical period.

One compelling imperative for this History is the study of a single career,
one whose length and variety has been insufficiently appreciated. E. D. E. N.
Southworth was probably the most popularly read writer in the nineteenth
century, with fifty novels (first serialized in reading magazines) to her credit.
Yet few today know even the broad outlines of this amazing career in its
entirety. Why, as a community of scholars, are we satisfied to establish the
success of the serial and the novel The Hidden Hand (1859; 1888), and then
ignore the rest of her writings? From the 1840s to the 1890s, this prolific
novelist engaged an encyclopedic array of topics: the death penalty, abo-
lition, insanity, religious diversity, none of which is approachable via her
best-known but by no means most representative novel. (Southworth wrote,
for instance, about a Jewish woman converting to Christianity in Self-Raised
[1876], as well as a woman marrying a Jewish man in Miriam, the Avenger
[1856].) Critics in this volume focus on such singular writing careers whose
specific contours continue to engage readers, while other authors emerge as
case studies that reorient how we might read a general direction of women’s
writing.

Here are some other challenges that this History confronts:

� How long does it take for new recoveries of women writers to find their
place in the literary canon? Do new Histories of American women’s writing
need to appear in order to illuminate a changing audience?

� Are revision and resistance the two major models allowed to critics who
want to include women into the canon? Some of the best critics use these
modes, and some try to redefine what women’s writing is, what Susan
Friedman now calls “writing for women.”

� Have we finally recovered enough forgotten voices, or should we still
pursue the hundreds of writers to recover? Consider that, in her most
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recent study, Nina Baym has now assembled over 500 women authors
devoted to writing about the American West.

� What does it mean to develop new terms in order to revise the history of a
literary movement like naturalism, as Jennifer Fleissner has done in Women,
Compulsion, Modernity (2008), from the perspective of female writers who
saw themselves compulsively “stuck” in a particular model of culture? Or
to revise American realism according to emotions and the experiences of
the body, as Jane Thrailkill has done in Affecting Fictions (2007)?

� What happens after the debate about private and public spheres explodes,
as it did after No More Separate Spheres!, the collection based on an American
Literature 1998 special issue? Under what circumstances does a separate
category of “women’s writing” seem to bring us back to this divide?

� Do we need even more specific subdivisions of Histories, ever-narrower
groups of women, like Plains, Hmong, Afro- or Anglo-Caribbean women
writers? Or another study like Hillary Chute’s on women and graphic
writing? Do we need another History with geographical categories like
“Appalachian culture,” which includes Muriel Rukeyser, Harriette Arnow,
and Denise Giardina?

Elaine Showalter’s A Jury of her Peers (2009) argues that women’s literary
cultures have often “disappeared” in our culture. She asks, for one exam-
ple, why did Susan Glaspell, the early twentieth-century feminist writer,
“disappear from literary history” (xi). What are our critical responsibilities
to once-popular writers? The great achievement of Showalter’s book is its
power of memory insofar as she recovers these writers for literary histori-
ans and scholars. It is not enough that women’s writing scholars remember
Susan Glaspell. All Americanists should, as Showalter argues. For instance,
and perhaps rightly, Showalter argues that Harriet Beecher Stowe is the most
important American women writer: “Her achievements and her wide influ-
ence make her the most important figure in the history of American women’s
writing” (109). Yet on what grounds? What, in our history since 1852, could
have stimulated as important a novel as Uncle Tom’s Cabin? The antebellum
era created the context for her writing – and a serious context above all –
yet Toni Morrison’s novels, by the same token, have also exerted incredible
influence in the twentieth century, comparable to Stowe’s in the nineteenth.
For Showalter, it is a matter of the individual reader’s values: “I said, OK, this
is my view, these are my judgments; here they are, you can argue with them”
(“Back Talk,” 29). Her crucial personal stakes on issues of literary history is
laid out throughout her volume.
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Yet the days when a single scholar could decidedly do justice to creating
a unified vision of the whole of American women’s literature seem past.
As engaging as Showalter’s judgments are, her monumental book does not
aim to elaborate historical or cultural contexts in order to deliver a message
about what women’s writing meant to accomplish. What if an author does
not find the right context – someone like Gertrude Atherton, who mostly
imagined her own literary world? Or perhaps we still have not figured out
the context itself, as for her Patience Sparhawk (1897), a novel about the death
penalty, or for Black Oxen (1923), about a now-forgotten therapy for women’s
aging.

The same might be true of A New Literary History of America (2009),
edited by Greil Marcus and Werner Sollors, where the contributors are
more aware of specific readings than they are of the larger context of
women’s writing. That volume offers coverage that means to be distinc-
tive for a twenty-first-century audience, based on “meetings of the minds”
about American literary history. The roster of women writers that results
from this conversation is quite familiar to scholars of the last thirty years:
Bradstreet, Wheatley, Rowlandson, Fuller, Stowe, Cummins, Dickinson,
Alcott, Ida Wells, Queen Lili’uokalani, Wharton, Mamie Smith, Dorothy
Parker, Zora Neale Hurston, Margaret Mitchell, Elizabeth Bishop, Maya
Angelou, Toni Morrison, Alice Walker, Adrienne Rich, Gayl Jones, Harriet
Wilson, Hong Kingston. Their volume details where scholars of women’s
writing are in American Studies and where we need to go to keep Amer-
ican Women’s writing both new and important in opening canons of US
culture.

For Marcus and Sollors, the history of American women’s writing is still
subsumed into an established canon. Yet as literary modes change, so do most
of the women writers addressed. While someone like Emma Dunham Kelley
Hawkins – who wrote Four Girls at Cottage City (1891) and Megda (1895) – was
once considered a black woman writer, later critics have learned the truth
about her Caucasian identity. As these critics, like Cherene Sherrard-Johnson,
have shown, the frontispiece for Megda might merely be deceiving, or perhaps
Hawkins was passing in order to publish her evangelical novels. Often, our
judgments depend on how much of a single author’s career we have read or,
in other cases, how much we know about the history of how women wrote,
“from the individual to the divine, from the momentary to the eternal,” as
John Ernest explains how nineteenth-century African American women wrote
to transcend contingent historical events, aiming, as they did, for a Christian
eternity.
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Introduction

Methods

This History depends on a variety of ways to read women’s writing both
historically and theoretically. Some contributors work on particular periods
(Gustafson, Baker, Doolen, Chapman, Lutes, March, Hutner, Macpherson),
but others choose single authors as exemplary cases of what happens to
women in their literary cultures (Ryan, Homestead, Davis). And still others
offer persuasive narratives about the way literary canons have been formed.
One contributor has imagined the invention of the entirety of a literary culture
(Glazener), while another focuses on the figures of reading communities of
women by books written by women about women (Griffin). In this way, this
History has a broadly cultural dynamic at its base, which pursues not only
what is written, but also what is read or heard, what is debated, and what
consequences women’s writings have created.

Neither genre nor form, nor period nor era limits these various essays. Most
important, contributors have been asked to present a current view of their
areas of study and to offer a vision for what is to come. Some essays focus on the
official and unofficial dates of significance for women’s writing: 1774 and the
Edenton Tea Party; 1848 and the Seneca Falls convention; the 1890s and writing
in the Indian territories; the 1920s and women’s national voting rights; the
1960s and ’70s and the emergence of Women’s Studies courses in universities
and colleges. Unofficial dates are crucial, too: 1907, the unofficial date for the
start of the suffrage movement; 1910, perhaps the birth of the modern. While
these dates may be merely occasional or absolutely fixed, they represent many
critical junctures that women used to figure their defeats and triumphs.

Some of the following essays introduce women authors who have been
barely read, like Susan Blow and the Concord School (Glazener), the 1845 play
Fashion (Murphy), or Maria Gowen Brooks (Renker), while others introduce
better-known authors in terms of one or another of their unstudied texts,
such as Child, Sedgwick, and Wright. Some contributors introduce the kind of
literary and cultural criticism that has created new ways of reading, especially
as Jean Lutes does in writing about “psychic interiority” and the middlebrow
novel. The discussions here are not only new in their emphasis on what has
been done already, but, even more crucially, what is left to make of women’s
writing. In so doing, there is not one particular method – either historical,
cultural, formalist, reader-response, thematic, or psychoanalytic – dominating
these essays or the polyvalence of women’s writing.

The Cambridge History of American Women’s Literature explores how
women’s writings have defined specific communities or opposed major trends
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and movements in American culture. For the salient feature of American
women’s writing has been its position at the forefront of a changing American
scene, as well as its creating of individual forms for the inner life of those polit-
ical and social worlds. Central to this History is an account of the reception
of women’s literatures, from the historical novels of the early 1800s to the
domestic realism and sentimentalism of the mid-nineteenth century, to the
naturalism and modernism of early twentieth-century modes, and finally to
the pluralism – of multicultural literature to postfeminism of contemporary
writing.

It is not just the new content or the ever-widening force of women’s
writing that preoccupies the scholars gathered here. Particularly useful is the
force of our contributors’ calls for new methodologies: for instance, Kirstin
Wilcox’s desire to see studies of the many more women authors based in
colonial literature who wrote for manuscript, but not print culture; Susan
Ryan’s insistence that our methodologies have to change, perhaps through
the Wright American fiction index (a collection that attempts to include every
novel written between 1851 and 1875, which gives us insight into long-forgotten
works). What does it mean to read metropolitan and rural print sources for
reviews and commentary on women authors? As so many of the authors here
contend, the close-reading model will not do enough to launch an argument
about the “cultural work” – in Jane Tompkins’s famous phrase – of women’s
writing or even the anthropological turn such writing may take. A “distant”
reading – from the outlook of a whole career, like Sedgwick’s – might be more
what we need for the future of American literary studies.

One of the key contributions of this History is its focus, too, on com-
mon terms for each period – from “Revolutionary rhetoric” (Baker) to “parlor
rhetoric” (Bizzell) to “postfeminism” (Macpherson); “moral authority” (Ryan);
“racializing the novel of manners” (Sherrard-Johnson) to “female wounded-
ness” (Travis); “eighteenth-century colonialism” (Doolen), to “sentimental
identification” and “transatlantic sympathies” (Bernstein), to “regional lit-
erature/material place” (Foote) to “psychic interiority” (Lutes), and what
Stephanie Smith elsewhere calls the “household words” that inform the lives
of women “on the edge of tomorrow.” All these terms transform the rhetorics
of each field: from “poetess poetry” to “geographic sentimentalism” to “moral
authority” to “domestic realism” to “labor drama” and “cosmopolitan writ-
ing,” and finally to an incredible array of women’s war writing (Vincent).
And there are new questions that unfold, dealing with assimilating in America
and Jewish history (Wirth-Nesher) or which writers might belong in a new
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category such as “Asian American chick-lit” (Bow), or who will next address
the “Latin American diasporas” (O’Neill). And scholars now need to figure
what editors of journals and magazines, such as Charlotte Porter and Helen
A. Clarke’s 1889 Poet-Lore, did for female authors (Glazener).

Some essays offer finely tuned case studies of individual authors or suggest
how, for example, African American writings/memoirs have to be read sig-
nificantly through their “improvisational performance” (Ernest) or through
“historical trauma studies” (Travis). Others crystallize individual careers by
suggesting how these women were read (Griffin) and how their books changed
in the process. Reviews are crucial, as are changes in career, as Child’s abo-
litionism and children’s fiction reveal. As Homestead suggests, there is no
single “Sedgwick voice” but, rather, a series of voices in her prodigious career.
It may be that we need to create many more woman-authored studies –
with extended careers like Sedgwick’s, Southworth’s, Ferber’s, or Joyce Carol
Oates’s.

Such arguments like Bizzell’s for a present feminist rhetoric are key to
claims about where we are going with the study of American women’s
writing. Many essays warn against the presentism of so much criticism –
especially reading moral authority from a twenty-first-century perspective –
but other contributors want that rhetorical edge. In producing such calls as
Bizzell’s and asking such polemical questions as Ashton does in her essay
about modern and contemporary poetry and the rise of neoliberal capitalism,
this History is not definitive but has a design of its own – one that crystallizes
why we are devoted to covering work that new methods and new texts will
realize. We may need to recover a “silent language” of an alternative mode of
history (Ernest) or the “voiceless speech” of an entire campaign (Chapman)
or even discover newer terminology to analyze the “decolonial action” of
Indian/Native American writers (Byrd).

In fact, I hope the readers of this History will recognize how very different
these essays are and have to be. One of the great pleasures of this volume is to
be found in the difference in the essays: from literary history – like Singley’s and
O’Neill’s – to Ashton’s sharp theoretical claims about why we do the work we
do and its values and repercussions, and to Zwinger’s approach to the complex
questions about sexuality. There are so many subjects, more kinds of women
writers, more ways of reading – from autobiographers and biographers, to
women editors in publishing, to lesbian work, to many exemplary single
careers – that I trust readers will see the ongoing need for focusing on women’s
writing in the USA.
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